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Semiclassical theory of alignment effects in near-resonant energy-transfer collisions
of rare-gas atoms with aligned Rydberg atoms
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Recent experiments@E. M. Spainet al., J. Chem. Phys102, 24 ~1995!# discovered alignment effects in cross
sections for near-resonant energy-transfer collisions of Xe atoms with Ca Rydberg atoms at a single mean
relative velocity. A collaborative quantum-mechanical study@W. Isaacs and M. A. Morrison, Phys. Rev. A57,
R9 ~1998!# confirmed these findings and discovered pronounced oscillations in the velocity dependence of
state-to-state cross sections. Collisions corresponding to the 17dm0

→18pm transitions in the Ca-He system are
here analyzed semiclassically. This analysis shows that the origin of these oscillations is a phase interference
process unique to Rydberg target states. We further demonstrate the importance of retaining the energy defect
and of using quantum-defect phase-shifted radial functions in calculations of alignment cross sections for
Rydberg states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In conventional low-energy electron-atom scattering
periments, with the target gas in a cell or beam, atoms in
initial staten0 l 0 are uniformly distributed among magnet
sublevelsm052 l 0 ,...,1 l 0 . These experiments determin
averages over initial and sums over final sublevels, suc
the level-to-level integral cross section

sn0 l 0→nl5
1

2l 011 (
m052 l 0

l 0

(
m52 l

l

sn0 l 0 m0→nlm . ~1!

Such experiments yield no information about the role of
magnetic quantum numberm in the scattering process. On
cannot determine, for example, whether energy transfe
one ‘‘m channel’’ (m0→m) is more or less efficient than
another. Nor can one ascertain whether the interaction
serves or obliterates information about the initial distributi
of target states among magnetic sublevels. Such insight
quire an initial state with ananisotropicdistribution of mag-
netic sublevels. With the advent of pulsed lasers, the pre
ration of such states became feasible, and studies
collisions involving laser-excited initial states of atoms b
gan to proliferate@1–11#. Alignment phenomena have gen
erated great interest because of the detailed insight they
vide into fundamental mechanisms that influence
dynamics and properties of colliding particles@12–16#.

Two types of nonstatistical distributions can be realiz
an aligned state, in which the probabilityp(m0) of finding
an atom in sublevelm0 depends on the magnitude but not
the sign ofm0 , i.e., p(2m0)5p(1m0), and anoriented
state, in which the population depends on both the mag
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tude and sign ofm0 , i.e., p(2m0)Þp(1m0) ~see, for ex-
ample, Ref.@17# and references therein!. Here the magnetic
quantum numbers refer to a quantization axis chosen par
to the relative velocity of the projectile and target, i.e., t
collision axis. In this paper, we are concerned with collisio
involving aligned states, which can be prepared via abso
tion induced by linearly polarized lasers@8,10#.

Nearly all experiments on collisions of projectile atom
with aligned target atoms prepare the target in alow-lying
excited state. Prototypical are the experiments by Leone a
collaborators on spin changing and fine-structure chang
near-resonant energy-transfer collisions of calcium with va
ous nonreactive rare-gas atoms@1–11#. In these experiments
one, two, or three linearly polarized lasers are used to ex
Ca to low-lying alignedp, d, or f excited states, respectively
for d and f states, the relative orientation of the electric fie
vectors of the lasers can be adjusted to produce initial st
with quite different spatial distributions of electron densit
Alignment curves are obtained by varying the angleb be-
tween the relative velocityv and the electric fieldEL of one
of the lasers. The variations of these cross sections witb
signify alignment effects; the intensity of these variatio
quantifies the strength of these effects. Experimentally, va
ing b changes the admixture of magnetic substates in
initial state, altering the ‘‘shape’’ of the electron probabili
density. Alignment phenomenon signal that, in effect, t
target ‘‘remembers’’ its initial alignment characteristic
through the collision. In addition to demonstrating such ph
nomena, data from these experiments has revealed the
tive efficiency of various pathways for energy transfer, d
tinguished by the magnitude of the initial magnetic quant
number@4,6#.

These data have been interpreted in terms of ‘‘orb
locking and following’’ models, which are predicated on th
formation during the collision of a transient quasimolecu
electronic state@2,18,19#. In this picture the orbital of the
excited electron temporarily couples to the internuclear a
©2001 The American Physical Society11-1
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ERIC G. LAYTON AND MICHAEL A. MORRISON PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 052711
of the quasimolecule within a few tens of bohr of the co
dinate origin. Consequently, depending on the distance
which the orbital ‘‘locks’’ and on the symmetry of the re
sulting electronic state, cross sections may exhibit alignm
effects of varying degree. Theoretically, avoided crossing
relevant potential-energy curves are invoked to determ
which symmetry of the quasimolecular state is primarily
sponsible for energy transfer. Except for the work of Hic
man on Ca–Xe collisions@20,21#, applications of this mode
have been rendered qualitative by the lack of accu
potential-energy curves for systems of interest. Neverthel
analyses in terms of ‘‘orbital locking and following’’ theor
have added significantly to our understanding of the dyna
ics of energy transfer@12,13#.

A quite different physical situation occurs if the initia
state of the target atom is a Rydberg state. In this case
electron’s extremely diffuse probability density and the hig
energy density of accessible bound states make problem
a molecular~Born–Oppenheimer! description of the dynam
ics @22,23#. Indeed, orbital locking theories predict that n
alignment effects will appear if the initial aligned state
highly excited, for molecular bond formation is not an im
portant collision mechanism. To explore this new physi
realm, a joint experimental-theoretical investigation was i
tiated, with measurements of alignment effects in therm
state-changing collisions involving aligned Ca Rydberg
oms and rare-gas atoms by Leone and collaborators@24,25#
and a dual theoretical program consisting of complemen
quantum@26,27# and semiclassical calculations.

The experimental and quantum-mechanical compon
of this project recently reported the unexpected presenc
pronounced alignment effects in cross sections for ne
resonant energy-transfer collisions of Xe with Rydberg
atoms. Measurements by Spainet al. @25# revealed unam-
biguous alignment effects in cross sections for the 1d
→18p at a single mean relative velocity; e.g., a marked pr
erence for end-on encounters when the Ca atom is prep
in a dz2 state.

Quantum calculations by Isaacs and Morrison@26,27#
confirmed these results and, by exploring a wide range
relative velocities, uncovered oscillatory structures in cr
sections for this and other transitions in both Ca–Xe a
Ca–He collisions.The theoretical formulation used in th
quantal calculations explicitly precluded the formation of
quasimolecular state. So the origin of the alignment effects
the oscillations, and their dependence on the initial and fi
magnetic quantum numbers of the electron remaine
mystery.

In the present paper we seek to resolve these mysterie
analyzing alignment effects in near-resonant Ca–He co
sions using the semiclassical impact parameter method~A
preliminary account of this paper has appeared in Ref.@28#.!
Our theoretical formulation allows easy identification of a
pects of the system that are crucial to the observed feat
~e.g., the role of the energy defect and the phase shift in
electron’s radial functions due to quantum defects!. More-
over it leads to an explanation of the aforementioned os
lations as due to an interference process unique to Ryd
target states. It explains the disappearance of these os
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tions at large relative velocities~greater than a few thousan
meters per second!. Finally, it elucidates the striking depen
dence of these oscillations on the initial and final magne
quantum numbers.

Section II summarizes key properties of alignment ph
nomena and defines relevant quantities. Our theoretical
mulation is described in Sec. III. Although the emphasis
this paper is on the Ca–He cross sections in Sec. IV B,
first present results forl mixing in Na–He collisions: in Sec
IV A we use this well-studied problem@29–32# to test our
formalism, its underlying approximations, and our numeri
application. In Sec. IV we also show that two approxim
tions widely used in previous studies of conventional ra
gas atom—Rydberg atom collisions—neglect of the ene
defect and use of hydrogenic wave functions—produce s
ous errors in alignment studies. Finally, Sec. V offers o
interpretation of the oscillations under discussion.

II. ALIGNMENT EFFECTS

The preparation of an initially aligned state by a linea
polarized laser introduces into the dynamics the direction
the electric fieldEL . ~If more than one laser is used, e.g.,
prepare an alignedd state, thenEL is usually chosen as th
electric field of the first laser.! The subsequent collision de
fines a second direction, the initial relative velocityv, which
is an axis of rotational symmetry for the collision. This ve
tor further defines thez axis of the collision frame. The
alignment-selected cross sectionssn0 l 0→nl(b;v) that are
measured in the ‘‘two-vector correlation experiments’’
Leone and collaborators are near-resonant energy-tran
cross sections for the transitionn0 l 0→nl as a function of the
angleb betweenv andEL . A least-squares fit to these da
yields magnetic sublevel cross sectionss um0u(v). This cross
section is the sum over all final magnetic sublevels of
state-to-state cross sections,

s um0u~v !5 (
m52 l

l

sn0 l 0 m0→nlm~v !. ~2!

One such cross section is obtained for each initial magn
quantum numberm0 .

The fundamental theoretical quantities for describi
these collisions are the scattering amplitudesf (K ,nlm
←K0 ,n0 l 0 m0) for initial and final relative momentaK0 and
K and for all allowed initial and final magnetic substatesm0
andm. In the collision frame, with thez axis coincident with
the initial relative velocity, K̂5(u,w) are the scattering
angles. From these amplitudes~or from the scattering matrix
in the collision frame! one can compute the magnet
sublevel cross sectionss um0u(v).

These cross sections are independent of the sign ofm0
because of reflection symmetry in the scattering pla
formed byK0 andK . They are related to alignment-selecte
cross sections by the diagonal elements of the density ma
for the initial state,
1-2
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SEMICLASSICAL THEORY OF ALIGNMENT EFFECTS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 052711
sn0 l 0→nl~b;v !5 (
m052 l 0

l 0

rm0 ,m0

~ l 0!
~b!s um0u~v !. ~3!

The density-matrix elementrm0 ,m0

( l 0) (b), appropriately nor-

malized@17#, is the probability for finding the Rydberg elec
tron in a state with quantum numbersl 0 andm0 . For a pure
state, this element is given by the reduced Wigner ma
element,p(um0u)5rm0 ,m0

( l 0) (b)5dm,m0

( l 0) (b). Equation ~3! ef-

fectively deconstructs the alignment cross section into ‘‘
nematic quantities’’rm0 ,m0

( l 0) (b), which fully account for the

alignment properties of the particular initial state, and ‘‘d
namical quantities,’’ the magnetic sublevel cross secti
s um0u. Absent alignment effects, the latter cross sections
independent ofum0u, and the sum in Eq.~3! is independent
of b. So the extent to which each cross sectionsum0u(v) de-
pends onum0u at a particular relative velocityv is a measure
of the strength of the alignment effect at that velocity; if the
cross sections are independent ofum0u, then no such effect
are present and the collision has obliterated all informati
concerning the initial alignment of the Rydberg electron@9#.
Thus the magnetic sublevel cross sections fully desc
alignment phenomena; they are the data we present in
IV B.

III. THEORY OF STATE-TO-STATE CROSS SECTIONS

To calculate eitherl-mixing or magnetic sublevel cros
sections we require amplitudes for the state-to-state tra
tions a05(n0 l 0 m0)→a5(nlm) for all magnetic quantum
numbersm0 andm allowed by the orbital angular momen
l 0 and l of the excitation (n0 l 0)→(nl). As our theoretical
treatment is the same for both types of cross sections,
here describe this common methodology, leaving details
particular scattering quantities to the relevant subsection
Sec. IV.

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the collision and relev
variables. The collision frame is defined by its origin—t
nucleus of the Ca1 core—and itsz axis ~with unit vectorez!,
which is parallel to the initial relative velocityv. We adopt
the ‘‘quasifree-electron model’’@22,33,34# in which the core
functions as a ‘‘spectator,’’ a point particle that does n
participate in the collision. Rather, its role is to support t
initial and final states of the Rydberg electron. In the co
sion frame, then, the relative velocity reduces to the pro
tile velocity. The system wave function depends on the s
tial variablesr of the Rydberg electron and on those of t
rare-gas projectileR. In the semiclassical approximation
however, the latter variables are treated classically aR
5R(t). So the system wave function reduces to the Rydb
electron wave function and thus depends only onr . The evo-
lution of the system is described by a set of coup
Schrödinger–Hamilton equations.

For the collisions considered here, the inelasticity is v
small compared to the relative kinetic energy. So the cla
cal trajectory of relative motion should be quite undisturb
and well approximated as rectilinear@35,36#. Identifyingb as
the impact parameter of the projectile, we write
05271
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R~ t !5bex1vtez , ~4!

where we have exploited the axial symmetry of the collisi
to choose a trajectory that intersects thex axis ~with unit
vector ex! at b. We describe the interaction of the rare-g
projectile with the Rydberg electron as a binary encoun
represented by a point contact potential discussed below.
describe the quantum states of the Rydberg electron as
tionary angular momentum eigenstates labeled by quan
numbersn, l, andm. Within this model we calculate final
state transitions amplitudes numerically using first-ord
time-dependent perturbation theory@37–40#.

The semiclassical impact parameter method has a lo
successful history in research on atomic collisions in gen
@35# and Rydberg atom-rare-gas collisions in particu
@20,23#. Of particular relevance to the present study is t
semiclassical analysis of inelasticn, l changing and quasi
elastic l-mixing collisions of rare-gas projectiles wit
Rydberg-atom targets by Lebedev and Fabrikant@36# ~see
also Sec. 4.3 and 6.3 of Ref.@41# and references therein!.
These authors combined the impact-parameter method
normalized perturbation theory to derive elegant analytic
pressions and simple scaling formulas for the probabilit
and cross sections for such collisions.

Treating the relative motion of the rare-gas projectile a
the atomic core classically is a good approximation provid
the de Broglie wavelength associated with this motion
small compare to the size of the target atom@42#. This re-
quirement is easily met for collisions of interest here; t
radius of the Rydberg atom is huge, and the projectile-c
system has a large reduced mass and thus a small de Br
wavelength.

In our investigations the projectile is helium. Because
first excitation threshold of He~'20 eV! is well above the
binding energies of the Rydberg electron, and the pola
ability of He ~0.2501 Å3! is small @43#, we treat this projec-
tile as a structureless point mass. Since the Rydberg elec

FIG. 1. Geometry and coordinates for semiclassical descrip
of collisions of a rare-gas atom by a Rydberg electron in the co
sion frame.
1-3
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ERIC G. LAYTON AND MICHAEL A. MORRISON PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 052711
is distributed over a large volume of space and its probab
density is correspondingly small, the electron–He interact
is weak and acutely nonadiabatic, consisting primarily of
impulse from the projectile to the electron. We model th
interaction using the Fermi contact potential

V̂~ t !52pAS \2

me
D d~r2R!, ~5!

where A51.19a0 is the electron-He scattering leng
@44,45#. Originally introduced by Fermi in studies of pre
sure shifts in the spectra of alkali Rydberg atoms pertur
by rare buffer gases@33#, this model has been widely used
subsequent research on Rydberg atom-rare-gas collis
@20,23#. For rare-gas perturbers heavier than helium, effe
arising from the perturbation of the projectile’s ground-st
electron density by the Rydberg target electron become
portant. Lebedev and Fabrikant@36# have shown how to
modify the simple scattering length approximation used he
according to which the electron-rare-gas scattering amplit
equals2A, to accommodate these effects.

We expand the semiclassical wave function of the R
berg electron in a basis of bound states as

C~r ,t !5(
a

aa~ t !ca~r !e2 i enlt/\, ~6!

whereaa(t) is a transition amplitude andenl is the quantum-
defect shifted energy in atomic units~hartree!

enl52
1

2~n2dnl!
2 . ~7!

For the Rydberg states of Ca considered here, the quan
defectsdnl are d17d50.9043 andd18p51.8721. For colli-
sions with Rydberg atoms, this expansion is more appro
ate than one in quasimolecular states, which yields a com
cated set of coupled equations and requires accu
potential-energy curves. For collisions in which the targ
atom is not in a Rydberg state, however, an expansion
quasimolecular states would be suitable@46,47#; in such a
collision the target is more ‘‘opaque,’’ i.e., its interactio
with the projectile is stronger, in part due to increased tar
electron density.

Neglecting spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions rend
the Rydberg atom core spherically symmetric, and we
write its Hamiltonian eigenfunctions in terms of radial fun
tions unl(r ) as

ca~r !5
1

r
unl~r !Ylm~u,w!. ~8a!

Here Ylm(u,w) is a spherical harmonic@48# whose axis of
quantization is thez axis of the collision frame

Ylm~u,w!5NlmPl
umu~cosu!eimw, ~8b!

with normalization constant
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~ l 1m!!
. ~9!

The radial function can either be approximated analytica
as hydrogenic@48#, calculated in the JWKB approximatio
@36#, or computed numerically in the Coulomb approxim
tion @49,50#. The latter approach, used here and descri
below, introduces a phase shift in each radial function fr
its pure hydrogenic form, the amount of the shift being t
quantum defect for the state. This approach thus incorpor
~semiempirically! the effects of the core electrons on the in
tial and final states of the Rydberg electron—inclusion
which is essential to alignment phenomena@see Sec. IV B#.

The evolution of the system is described by the Sch¨-
dinger equation

i\
]

]t
C~r ,t !5Ĥ~ t !C~r ,t ! ~10!

and the rectilinear trajectoryR(t) of Eq. ~4!. The Hamil-
tonianĤ(t) is the sum of the Rydberg electron Hamiltonia
and the Fermi potential~5!. Upon inserting the expansion~6!
into Eq. ~10!, we obtain the usual initial value problem

d

dt
aa~ t !52

i

\ (
a8

aa8~ t !eiDet/\^cauV̂~ t !uca8&, ~11!

where we note that the transition amplitudesaa(t) are intrin-
sically collision frame quantities. The energy defectDe
[en8,l 82enl embodies the inelasticity of the transition. U
ing the Fermi potential~5! to evaluate the coupling matrix
elements transforms these equations to

d

dt
aa~ t !522p iAS \

mD(
a8

aa8~ t !eiDet/\Pa8a@R~ t !#,

~12!

where we have introduced thetransition density

Pa8a~r ![ca8
* ~r !ca~r ! ~13!

evaluated atr5R(t). The variation of the transition ampli
tudesaa(t) with time quantifies the effect on the Rydbe
electron of the passage of the He atom through regions
varying initial- and final-state electron density. This interpr
tation becomes key to understanding the oscillations in
resulting cross sections, as discussed in Sec. IV B. State
state cross sections are calculated from these amplitude
the t→` limit.

The principal maximum of the Rydberg electron rad
function increases withn roughly asn2. The resulting highly
diffuse electron density in the initial and final states sugge
evaluating the transition amplitudes via time-dependent p
turbation theory. To first order, the solutions of Eq.~12! are
1-4
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aa~ t→1`!5aa~ t→2`!2 i ~2pA!S \

me
D

3(
a8

aa8~ t→2`!E
2`

`

eiDet/\Pa8a@R~ t !#dt.

~14!

To evaluate these amplitudes, we change the variable o
tegration from t to z. Using cylindrical coordinates
@b,w,z(t)#, with z(t)5vt, and introducing the radial func
tion via Eq. ~8a! and the associated Legendre polynom
Pl

umu(cosu) in the spherical harmonic~8b!, we obtain the
explicit form

aa~ t→1`!5aa~ t→2`!2 i
4pA

v S \

me
D

3(
a8

aa8~ t→2`!NlmNn8 le
i ~m82m!f

3E
0

`

Pl
umuS z

RD Pl
um8uS z

RDunl~R!

3un8 l 8~R!J~z;v,De!dz, ~15!

whereR25z21b2. The function

J~z;v,De![ H cos
sinJ S De

\v
zD for l 1 l 81umu1um8u Heven

odd

~16!

embodies the symmetry under inversion of the transition a
plitudes.

We evaluate the integral in Eq.~15! using an adaptive
Simpson’s rule algorithm. The maximum value ofz is deter-
mined from the radius that contains 0.9999 of the elect
probability. To determine our error tolerance we check
known quantities such as hydrogenic radial expectation
ues.

We then obtain state-to-state cross sections by integra
the transition probability

Pa0→a~v;b!5uaa~ t→1`!u2 ~17!

over the unobserved variablesb andw:

sa0→a~v !52pE
0

`

Pa0→a~v;b!b db. ~18!

We also evaluate this integral using Simpson’s rule, find
that a step size in impact parameter ofDb50.1a0 gives ex-
cellent convergence.

For purposes of interpretation, it is useful to write t
transition probability~17! in terms of the transition densit
~13! expressed in cylindrical coordinates:
05271
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Pa0→a~v;b!5S 2pA\

me
D 2 1

v2 E
2`

` E
2`

`

expiDe~z2z8!/~\v !

3Pa,a0
~z,b!Pa,a0

~z8,b!dz dz8, ~19a!

we have used the fact that the transition density~13! is real
and independent of the azimuthal anglew. The sine functions
in the phase of the integrand average to zero upon integra
over z andz8, leaving

Pa0→a~v;b!5S 4pA\

me
D 2 1

v2 E
0

`E
0

`

cosFDe

\v
~z2z8!G

3Pa,a0
~z,b!Pa,a0

~z8,b!dz dz8, ~19b!

where we have invoked the symmetry of the transition d
sity with respect to thexy plane of the collision frame. Note
that in the integrand, the argument of the cosine contains
only dependence on the relative velocity and the energy
fect De, and the transition densities contain the only dep
dence on the initial and final magnetic quantum numbers

In practice, evaluation of the state-to-state cross sect
is made much more efficient by writing the transition pro
ability Eq. ~19b! in terms of Fourier transforms of the tran
sition density, namely,

Pa0→a~v;b!54S 2pA\

me
D 2 1

v2 @Fa8a~v;b!#2, ~20a!

whereFa8a(v;b) is the Fourier sine or cosine transform

Fa8a~v;b!5E
0

` H sin
cosJ S De

\v
zDPa8a~z,b!dz

for l 1 l 81umu1um8u Heven
odd. ~20b!

This step reduces evaluating the transition probability to
single integral over the rare-gas trajectory and shows
this quantity is positive definite.

The above expressions for the state-to-state transi
probability and for the corresponding cross section assu
that only onel manifold is populated in a pure state. Simil
formulas will result if two or morel manifolds are populated
incoherently. But if these manifolds are in a coherent sup
position, then our expressions must be modified to allow
interference.

To conclude this section, we note two important diffe
ences between this formulation and those of prior appli
tions of the semiclassical impact parameter method to R
berg atom-rare gas collisions. In their studies ofl mixing in
sodium Rydberg atoms, Gersten@37# and Derouard and
Lombardi @39# assumed that the energy defectDe was neg-
ligible. Equation~14! shows that this assumption yields
larger cross section than if the defect is included prope
For l-mixing cross sections in Na neglect of the energy d
fect is not serious~see Sec. IV A!. But De must not be set to
zero in calculations of magnetic sublevel cross sections
alignment studies~see also Ref.@36#!. As we shall demon-
1-5
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strate in Sec. IV B, the energy defect plays a crucial role
explaining the oscillatory behavior of magnetic sublev
cross sections. This point is evident from Eq.~19b!; in the
limit that the argument of the exponential vanishes, the tr
sition probability and therefore the state-to-state cross
tion exhibit a simple inverse square dependence on velo

The second difference concerns our choice of the axi
spatial quantization. Using thez axis, as in the collision
frame adopted here, yields symmetry properties that prov
insight and simplify cross section calculations. For examp
in the limit where De/v→0, only transitions for whichl
1m1 l 81m8 is even~or zero! are allowed. Although this
approximate symmetry is broken when the limit is not
tained, it does explain the high-energy behavior of the st
to-state cross sections calculated using the quant
mechanical impulse approximation@26,27#.

Third, many prior studies of Rydberg-atom rare-gas sc
tering approximate the radial functionunl(r ) by those of
atomic hydrogen in the pure-Coulomb approximation. F
rare-gas collisions with aligned Rydberg atoms, this appro
mation grossly underestimates state-to-state cross sec
and misrepresents the alignment effects~see Sec. IV B!. To
some extent, this failure results from the comparatively la
quantum defects for the states of Ca of interest. The hyd
genic approximation is adequate for studies ofl mixing in
sodium.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We begin in Sec. IV A withl-mixing collisions of He with
Na Rydberg atoms. We do so to validate our model, to ve
our numerical procedures and codes, and to explore value
the principal quantum numbern of the Rydberg electron a
which the binary encounter mechanism is valid. We th
turn to alignment phenomena in Ca–He collisions in S
IV B.

A. Angular momentum mixing processes

Gallagher and co-workers@51–55# performed a series o
experiments in which rare buffer gases were introduced
a cell of alkali atoms in an excited configurationn0 l 0 at
absolute temperatureT. They observed a lengthening of th
lifetime of the excited atoms, which they attributed
collision-induced transitions to configurations with samen0
but differentl 0 . Studying the process

Na~n0d!1He→Na~n0l !1He ~ l .2! ~21!

for values ofn0 from 5 to 15, they found that forn0<10, the
l-mixing cross sectionsn0 ,l 0

( l mix)(v) increases withn0 as n0
4,

while beyondn0510 this cross section declines.
The l-mixing cross section is just the sum overl . l 0 of

the level-to-level cross sections of Eq.~1!,

sn0 ,l 0
~ l mix!~v !5 (

l . l 0
sn0 l 0→n0l~v !. ~22!
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To compare with measured data, this cross section mus
averaged over the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution of re
tive velocities appropriate to the gas temperatureT,

s̄n0 ,l 0
~ l mix!~v !5

^sn0 ,l 0
~ l mix!~v !v&

^v&
'

mv2

2kBT
sn0 ,l 0

~ l mix!~v !, ~23!

wherem is the reduced mass~3.409u for Na-He! andkB is
Boltzmann’s constant. Here we have adopted the appr
mate form of Derouard and Lombardi@39#. The conditions
for validity of this form are well-satisfied for the process~21!
because the quantum defects forl .1 states of Na are sma
@56#. Note, however, that unlike Derouard and Lomarb
who were primarily interested in more highly excited sta
for which De is quite small, we do not set the energy defe
to zero.

Several theoretical papers have addressed this phen
enon @29,31,36,37,39,40,57–59#. Gersten @37#, using a
model based on the semiclassical impact parameter me
with a quasifree-electron interaction between the rare-
and the Na target, reported results forn054 – 7. Gersten ne-
glected the energy defects and, because the assumptio
his model are invalid at small atomic radii forn0<10, used a
hard collision approximation for projectile impact param
eters less than a critical valueb0 . In semiclassical time-
dependent perturbation theory, the contribution to the in
gral in Eq.~18! over impact parameterb from small impact
parameters tends to overestimate the transition probab
However, the agreement in Fig. 2 between quantal and se
classical cross sections at all but the lowest relative veloci
suggests that in the present application this effect may
negligible except at these low velocities. Gersten@37# pro-
posed correcting for this overestimation, a consequenc
the increased coupling at small impact parameter betw
the initial and final target Rydberg states, by setting the tr

FIG. 2. Partial magnetic cross sections for 17d→18p transitions
in Ca–He collisions. The present semiclassical results~points! are
compared to the quantum mechanical cross sections of Isaacs
Morrison @27# ~lines! for um0u50 ~solid line and closed circles!, 1
~long dash line and open triangles!, and 2~short dash line and open
squares!.
1-6
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sition probability at some valueb0 equal to an arbitrary con
stant; Lebedev and Fabrikant@36# have discussed this strata
gem and applied it to studies of heavy-rare-gas at
collisions with Rydberg Rb atoms~see also Sec. 6.2 of Re
@41#!. Because the choice of this constant is ambiguous
because the comparison in Fig. 2 show that the existence
characteristics of the oscillations in the present state-to-s
cross sections do not hinge on this point, we have not im
mented this correction.

Derouard and Lombardi@39# followed a methodology
similar to Gersten but did not invoke the hard collision a
proximation. Because they neglect energy defects, their c
sections depend inversely on the square ofv. Their velocity
averagedl-mixing cross sections withn058 – 14 began to
agree with experiment at aboutn0510. They also were able
to fit their cross sections to ann0

4 dependence, consisten
with experimental findings.

Table I compares our velocity-averagedl-mixing cross
sections with those of Derouard and Lombardi and with
experimental data of Gallagheret al. All results correspond
to T5430 K. Unlike the data, neither theoretical res
shows an initial increase withn0 . Our cross sections, whic
include the energy defect, are smaller than those of Derou
and Lombardi, who setDe to zero. The effect of this approxi
mation ons̄n0 ,l 0

( l mix)(v) is far less important than on the Ca-H

alignment cross sections of Sec. IV B.@For purposes of direc
comparison, we also computedl-mixing cross sections in the
zero-defect approximation. For 10D and 11D, respective
we found the values~in units of 1000 Å2! 3.84 and 2.98,
respectively, in good agreement with those of Derouard
Lombardi.# Moreover, the effect of the energy defect dimi
ishes very slowly with increasingn0 , roughly asn0

21.
The failure of both theories forn0,10 reflects the quite

different physical mechanisms at work in collisions with
target in a low-lying excited state, as opposed to one i
Rydberg state. Belown0510, the Na target is relatively
opaque to He. The electron density of its excited~valence!
electron is sufficiently large that first-order perturbati
theory and the binary encounter approximation fails. Here
approach that models the transient complex formed by
system, such as expansion in quasimolecular electronic s
@46#, appears necessary.

Above n0510, however, the valence electron density b
comes sufficiently Rydberg-like that perturbation theory a

TABLE I. Cross sections forl mixing in units of 1000 Å2.

Level Theorya Theory ~present! Experimentb

6D 8.94 0.38~7!

9D 5.15 4.42 1.04~20!

10D 3.93 3.51 2.2~8!

11D 3.00 2.80 1.85~20!

12D 2.37 2.25 1.69~30!

13D 1.93 1.84 1.65~30!

14D 1.59 1.51 1.33~20!

aDeouard and Lombardi@39#.
bGallagheret al. @51,53#.
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the binary encounter approximation succeed, the interac
of the Rydberg atom with the rare-gas projectile being su
that a quasifree interaction model adequately describes
collision. In general, the onset of this high-n regime will
depend on the nature of the Rydberg atom~its quantum de-
fects and the importance of configuration interaction! and on
the extent to which the internal structure of the project
participates in the collision. Our study ofl-mixing collisions
of He with excited Na atoms confirms that forn0.10 and
absent significant configuration interaction, one may co
dently model collisions of Rydberg species with He using
binary encounter approximation with a Fermi contact pot
tial interaction and solving the scattering equations via fir
order perturbation theory.

B. Alignment and oscillations in Ca–He collisions

Figure 2 shows quantum and semiclassical magnetic s
level cross sectionss um0u(v) for the 17d→18p transition in
Ca–He scattering. The results of the present calculati
agree very well with those of the fully quantum-mechanic
impulse approximation@27#, even at relative velocities a
low as several hundred m/s. Both theories predict signific
alignment effects over the entire velocity range, the relat
efficiency of a particularum0u channel depending signifi
cantly on velocity. For these channels,s0 manifests the mos
pronounced oscillations, with peaks spaced asv21. The os-
cillations in s1 are equally evident, although their peaks a
more widely spaced than those ins0. In sharp contrast,s2

shows no oscillations, varying smoothly with velocity; fo
largev, this variation conforms to thev22 prediction of Eq.
~19a!.

Figure 3 deconstructs these magnetic sublevel cross
tions into their state-to-state constituents. For clarity, th
are separated into groups according to the initial magn
quantum numberum0u. Symmetry with respect to inversio
through the origin and reflection through the azimuthal~xy!
plane, imply, in the semiclassical theory, that cross secti
for m0→m andm0→2m are equal. In the quantum theor
this symmetry is formally approximate; for this system, ho
ever, it holds to graphical accuracy@26,27#. In both theories,
cross sections form0→m and for 2m0→2m are equal.
Hence we show only non-negative values ofm0 andm. Fig-
ure 3 highlights the dependence of the oscillations ins um0u

on the initial quantum numberum0u and shows that for case
where s um0u does oscillate, these structures arise from
contributing state-to-state cross sections. We further see
asv increases, the variation with velocity of all state-to-sta
cross sections reduces to thev22 dependence expected from
Eq. ~19b!.

The vital role of the energy defectDe for the oscillations
is illustrated by the comparisons in Fig. 4 of magnetic su
level cross sections from semiclassical calculations withDe
51.69 cm21, the value for the 17d→18p transition in Ca, to
those withDe50. ~See Ref.@36# for an example of the sig-
nificance of the energy defect forn, l-changing and quasi
elastic rare-gas atom Rydberg-atom collisions.! The zero-
defect results manifest the familiarv22 dependence at al
velocities. TheDe.0 results, however, show this behavi
1-7
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ERIC G. LAYTON AND MICHAEL A. MORRISON PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 052711
only as v→`, a limit that the cosine factor in Eq.~19b!
shows to be equivalent toDe→0.

Semiclassical and quantal calculations for the 23d→22 f
transition ~not shown!, for which the energy defect is 0.2
cm21, confirm this dependence onDe. For this transition,
none of the magnetic sublevel cross sections exhibit osc
tions for 500<v<3000 m/s. Alignment effects do, howeve
appear forv&1000 m/s, wheres2 exceedss0 and s1,
which are of comparable magnitude.

Almost as important as including the correct energy
fect is properly accounting for the shift in phase of the rad
function due to the core,unl(r ) of Eq. ~8a!. Many prior stud-
ies of rare-gas collisions with Rydberg atoms have appro
mated these functions by analytic hydrogenic forms. W
have found this to be a very poor approximation for alig
ment effects in Ca-He cross sections.

In the Coulomb approximation@50#, the potential energy
of the Rydberg electron is replaced by the pure Coulo

FIG. 3. State-to-state cross sections for 17d→18p transitions
with various initial magnetic quantum numbersum0u: ~upper! 0
→0 and 0→1, ~middle! 1→0 and 1→1, and ~lower! 2→0 and
2→1. The solid lines corresponds to final magnetic quantum nu
ber m50 and the dash lines tom51.
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potentialV(r )5Zc /r , whereZc5Z2N11 with Z andN the
nuclear charge and number of electrons, respectively.
radial Schro¨dinger equation is solved using the quantu
defect shifted energy of Eq.~7!. Since this energy is not an
eigenvalue of the pure-Coulomb Hamiltonian, radial fun
tions that decay asymptotically (r→`) blow up asr→0
unless they are cutoff at some radiusr c comparable to the
size of the atom. We chooser c to be the inner classica
turning point. For a Rydberg state, the spatial extent of
radial function is so great that the region 0,r ,r c is negli-
gible. ~For the states of Ca considered here,r c'3a0 , while
the mean radii of these states is approximately 400a0 .! Fol-
lowing Bates and Damgaard@49#, we calculate radial func-
tions from a truncated series approximation to the asympt
cally decaying radial function. The most evident differen
between the Bates–Damgaard radial functions and hy
genic functions is a shift in their phase; we therefore refe
them as quantum-defect phase shifted radial functions.

Figure 5 compares magnetic sublevel cross sections
culated with these quantum-defect phase shifted radial fu
tions@49# to values obtained using hydrogenic functions. T
magnitudes of the hydrogenic cross sections are consiste
below values obtained using phase shifted radial functio
And, although the hydrogenic cross sections do predict

FIG. 4. Partial cross sections for 17d→18p transitions in Ca-He
collisions calculated with energy defectDe51.69 cm21 ~curves!
and in the zero-defect approximation~symbols! for um0u50 ~solid
curve!, 1 ~long-dash curve!, and 2~short-dash curve!.

FIG. 5. Partial cross sections for 17d→18p transitions in Ca-He
collisions calculated with quantum-defect phase-shifted radial fu
tions ~thick curves! and with hydrogenic radial function~thin
curves! for um0u50 ~solid curves!, 1 ~long-dash curves!, and 2
~short-dash curves!.

-
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SEMICLASSICAL THEORY OF ALIGNMENT EFFECTS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 052711
cillatory alignment effects, these predictions are qualitativ
incorrect over much of the velocity range studied, in so
cases incorrectly designating the order of these cross
tions. For example, at about 1400 m/s, the cross sections0

calculated using hydrogenic functions lies betweens1 and
s2, whereas the more accurates0 calculated with quantum
defect phase shifted functions clearly exceeds these
cross sections.

The reason for this sensitivity is evident from the co
parison of hydrogenic and quantum-defect phase shifted
dial functions in Fig. 6. The hydrogenic functions show
significant phase difference between the 17d and 18p states.
This difference is all but eliminated when the quantum d
fects for these states are taken into account. Similar bre
downs in the hydrogenic approximation appear for ot
transitions@26#.

V. INTERPRETATION

Equation ~19b! explains the oscillations in the state-t
state and magnetic sublevel cross sections as interfer
phenomena resulting from the spatial distribution of Rydb
electron wave functions@28#. The functions in the radia

FIG. 6. Radial functions for the 17d ~solid curves! and 18p
~dash curves! states of Ca as calculated in the hydrogenic appro
mation ~upper! and using the quantum defects of Ca~lower!.
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product u17d(R)u18p(R), which appears in the transitio
density factors in Eq.~19b!, identify certain regions of spac
where Rydberg electron probabilities are higher than in
jacent regions. Figure 7 shows the resulting structurein the
radial product for the 17d→18p transition densities along
rare-gas atom trajectoriesz(t) for contributing impact
parametersb. For each transitionm0→m, this radial
product is modulated by a different angular fact
P2

um0u(cosu)P1
umu(cosu), where along a trajectory cosu5z/R.

For the 0→0 case, for example, the resulting transition de
sity manifests the rich landscape of peaks and valleys see
the density plots in part~a! of Fig. 8. An incident rare-gas
atom finds several distinct regions along its trajectory wh
it can induce the transition 17d0→18p0 .

The phase of the cosine function in Eq.~19b! is crucial to
the probability that such a transition will actually occur. F
fixed velocityv, the integrand in this equation will contrib
ute significantly to the transition probability only for value
of z andz8 such that~a! the separationz2z8 is an integral
multiple of the wavelength 2pDe/\v, and~b! the transition
density factorsPa8a(z,b) andPa8a(z8,b) are appreciableat
both z and z8. One can understand the variation withv of the
transition probability by~equivalently! varying the spacing
z2z8 in the phase. As this spacing changes, the prod
Pa8a(z,b)Pa8a(z8,b) for the 0→0 transition in part~a! of
Fig. 8 varies dramatically, as the pointsz andz8 pass through
peaks and valleys in the transition density. In effect, the f
tors Pa8a(z,b) and Pa8a(z8,b) represent two ‘‘opportuni-
ties’’ or ‘‘paths’’ whereby the Rydberg electron can be e
cited to statea8. The cosine factor results in interferenc
oscillations between these two excitation paths, i.e., betw
~acutely nonadiabatic! interactions atz andz8. It is not sur-
prising, then, that these oscillations disappear asDe→0, as
in Fig. 4, or asv→`, as in Fig. 3. Each state-to-state cro
section, of course, entails an integral over impact parame

i-

FIG. 7. Radial factorsu17d(r )u18p(r ) in atomic units forr along
the rare-gas atom trajectory.
1-9
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ERIC G. LAYTON AND MICHAEL A. MORRISON PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 052711
This integration complicates the picture but does not alter
qualitative predictions of Eq.~19b!.

The differentangular functions in the transition densitie
for different m0→m transitions—the aforementioned pro
ucts of associated Legendre polynomials—are respons
for the dependence of state-to-state and magnetic sub
cross sections on magnetic quantum number. Consider
two extreme cases, 0→0 and 2→1. For 0→0, the angular
densityP2

0P1
0 is localized primarily along thez axis, parallel

to the trajectory of the rare-gas atom. Together, the varia
of the radial and angular products produces the rich arra
regions of~comparatively! high transition probability in part
~a! of Fig. 8, allowing plenty of opportunities for interfer
ence. By contrast, for 2→1 the angular densityP2

2P1
1 is lo-

calized primarily in thexy plane. The resulting transition
density for this case, shown in part~b! of Fig. 8, offers far
less variation as the separationz2z8 ~equivalently, the ve-
locity! varies. The result is the smooth dependence withv of

FIG. 8. Transition densities for the 0→0 ~upper figure! and 2
→1 ~lower figure! state-to-state 17dm→18pm8 transitions in Ca-He
collisions. Light regions correspond to large values, dark to sm
values.
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the 2→1 cross section in Fig. 3.
To clarify further the origin of the oscillations, we con

sider the extreme model of a Rydberg state in which
electron presents to the rare-gas atom only two ‘‘planes’’
transition density, one atz1 and one atz2 , i.e., we approxi-
mate the transition density~13! by

Pa8a†R~ t !‡5ca8
* @R~ t !#ca* @R~ t !#$d@z~ t !2z1#

1d@z~ t !2z2#%. ~24!

Since in this model, transitions can occur only at interactio
timest1 or t2 , wherez(t1)5z1 andz(t2)5z2 , the transition
probability ~19b! reduces to

Pa0→a~v;b!5S 2pA\

me
D 2 1

v2 S Pa8a
2

~z1 ,b!1Pa8a
2

~z2 ,b!

12 cosFDe

\v
~z22z1!G

3Pa8a~z1 ,b!Pa8a~z2 ,b! D . ~25!

All three appearances of the transition densityPa8a(z,b) in
this result contribute to the dependence of the magnetic s
level cross sectionss um0u(v) on initial magnetic quantum
number um0u. But only the third term, a consequence
quantum-mechanical interference between excitation po
bilities at planes atz1 andz2 , can induce oscillations—and
then only if the planes atz1 andz2 are at or near peaks in th
two transition densities. Figure 9 shows the resulting cr
sectionsin this modelfor the extreme cases 0→0 and 2
→1 with planes atz15150a0 andz25500a0 . These results
are typical. Extensive tests~not shown! demonstrated that
providedz1 andz2 are far enough apart (Dz*150a0), their
particular values do not matter. One can easily find pla
that induce oscillations in the 0→0 cross section, while there
are no planes that cause structure in the 2→1 cross section.
The variations in Fig. 3 withv and withm0 andm of cross
sections determined from the actual transition densities
Fig. 8 reflect the more distributed nature of these densitie
compared with this two-plane model.

ll

FIG. 9. Cross sections for a ‘‘two-plane’’ model of semiclas
cal 17dm→18pm8 transitions in Ca-He collisions. For purposes
illustration, planes were located atz15150a0 andz25500a0 .
1-10
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VI. CONCLUSION

The primary results of this study are three. First, our sta
to-state cross sections calculated with quantum~impulse ap-
proximation! and semiclassical~rectilinear impact parameter
first-order perturbation! theories are in close agreement ov
most of the velocity range studied. Second, the semiclass
theory provides an interpretation of the oscillations in ma
netic sublevel cross sections for Rydberg-atom-rare-gas
lisions as due to quantum-mechanical path interference
fects. And third, our study shows that previously us
approximations—neglect the energy defect, and the hyd
genic approximation for Rydberg electron radial functions
are inappropriate for the study of alignment effects. The p
mary theoretical results are Eq.~19b!, which reveals the
origin of oscillations in these cross sections, and Eqs.~20!,
which greatly facilitates their calculation.

The cross sections in Figs. 2 and 3 show that despite q
different approaches to the dynamics, the quantal impu
and present semiclassical theories produce nearly iden
magnetic sublevel and state-to-state cross sections for n
resonant energy transfer collisions of rare-gas atoms w
Rydberg atoms. Only at the lowest relative velocities do
this agreement break down. These two studies share only
Fermi contact potential, the spectator model of the core,
the representation of Rydberg electron radial functions
quantum-defect phase shifted radial functions. Impleme
tion of both theories is of comparable~modest! difficulty, so
the choice of theory can be based on the physical quant
of greatest interest. The present semiclassical approach h
lights interpretation. If one seeks cross sections for collisi
involving a rare-gas projectile that is more polarizable th
He ~e.g., Xe!, then one may prefer the impulse approxim
tion, where it is much easier to include the long-ran
electron-atom polarization interaction than in the pres
semiclassical treatment. For He, however, inclusion of po
ization in no way alters the qualitative behavior of any of t
cross sections presented here@26#.

The importance of the energy defect illustrated in Fig
implies that experiments to probe~or exploit! oscillations in
s um0u should emphasize transitions with the largest-ene
defects, within the range of true Rydberg states and sub
to experimental constraints. Although partial magnetic cr
s.

y

ev

ne

v.
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sections for lower-lying excited states manifest quite sim
structures~as seen in the Ca-Xe calculations of Hickm
@20#!, the equations of the present theory are not direc
applicable to transitions between such states.

The comparison in Fig. 5 between magnetic suble
cross sections calculated with quantum-defect phase sh
radial functions and with hydrogenic functions argu
strongly for the use of the former in future studies of rare-g
atom collisions with Rydberg atoms. While the method
Bates and Damgaard@49#, which uses a truncated series a
proximation to the asymptotically decaying phase-shif
Coulomb function, works well for low-lying Rydberg state
with small D l 5 l 2 l 0, it encounters severe numerical diffi
culties for higher-n and/or largerDl states.

The present calculations confirm the findings of rec
experimental and quantal investigations that alignment
fects do occur in near-resonant energy transfer collisio
even when the target state is a Rydberg atom. Both theo
ical studies were designed to explicitly preclude the form
tion of a transient quasimolecular state during the collisi
Instead, both treat the collision as a three-body process
volving the Rydberg electron, the rare-gas atom, and the c
of the Rydberg atom, whose role is reduced to that o
spectator. Both studies reveal identical oscillations, m
pronounced in magnetic sublevel cross sections of lowum0u,
which depend strikingly on the relative velocity, the ener
defect, and the initial magnetic quantum number.

In closing, we note that, while the measurements of Sp
et al. corroborate the presence of alignment effects in ne
resonant energy transfer cross sections for Rydberg at
rare gas collisions, the predicted oscillations in these cr
sections await confirmation or refutation by experiment. W
hope the present findings will stimulate such experiment
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